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Quantum Computing


(Relatively) Recent computation paradigm based on the laws
of quantum mechanics



Most celebrated achievements:
• Unconditionally secure quantum cryptography
• Fast quantum algorithms using quantum parallelism

Shor’s algorithm (1994)
integer factoring

Grover’s algorithm (1996)
quantum search
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History of Quantum Compting
first experiments

Proposal of QC

Discovery of fast
quantum algorithms

First Quantum Boom
Quantum
error-correction
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Construction of the first quantum computers
(20~100 qubits)
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Integer Factoring
15 = 3 x 5
147573952589676412927 = 193707721 x 761838257287



requires exponential time with the best known algorithms
(this is the basis of the widely used RSA cryptosystem)



there exists a polynomial-time quantum algorithm
Designed in 1994 by Peter Shor
If we can construct a quantum computer, we can break RSA
cryptosystem！
???

RSA (assumes hardness of factoring)

We still don’t know how to construct a large
What to do next? scale
quantum computer, so RSA is safe now
and at last for the next 20 years

Let’s replace RSA cryptosystem with another
cryptosystem secure even against quantum computers
Currently used public-key cryptosystems:
(candidates for trapdoor one-way functions)

RSA cryptosystem

broken by quantum computers

ElGamal cryptosystem

broken by quantum computers

Elliptic curves cryptosystems

? Lattice based cryptosystems

RSA

broken by quantum computers
partially broken by quantum computers

Security in a Post-Quantum World
Let’s replace RSA cryptosystem with another
cryptosystem secure even against quantum computers



Designing new cryptosystems secure against quantum
computer is one of the most active topics in cryptography

“Post Quantum Cryptography”



Security agencies now explicitly list security against quantum
computer as a requirement for next generation cryptographic
standards
• Europe: PQCrypto project from 2014
• USA: NSA/NIST new calls for proposal in 2015

 Why now?
• since its takes many years to design a good cryptosystem
• protect current communications against future decryption

Quantum Cryptography

RSA (assumes hardness of factoring)

First solution：post quantum cryptography
Another solution：quantum cryptography
(perfectly secure from the uncertainty principle of
quantum mechanics)

quantum information

quantum information
cannot be observed
without perturbing its
contents

(example: pulses of photons)

In practice: quantum cryptography used for
secure key distribution (private-key classical
cryptosystems like AES are then used)

any eavesdropping is
detected

Quantum Cryptography: on sale!
Verified experimentally (currently up to 120km)

optical fiber (20kn)

On sale by some companies (Id Quantique,…)
Drawback: the sender and the receiver need to use quantum devices

Security in a Post-Quantum
World (i.e., a
We would like a classical cryptosystem
cryptosystem sending classical information)

Let’s replace RSA cryptosystem with another
cryptosystem secure even against quantum computers



Designing new cryptosystems secure against quantum
First we need to understand the
computer is one of the most active topic
in
cryptography
power of quantum computation

“Post Quantum Cryptography”



Security agencies now explicitly list security against quantum
computer as a requirement for next generation cryptographic
standards
• Europe: PQCrypto project from 2014
• USA: NSA/NIST new calls for proposal in 2015

 Why now?
• since its takes decades to design a good cryptosystem
• all communications can be decrypted in the future

Quantum Algorithms

That’s all?

Algorithmically, what can we do with a quantum
computer?
quantum algorithm for integer factoring [Shor 1994]
quantum algorithm for search [Grover 1996]




















quantum algorithms with amplitude amplification [Brassard+ 1999]
Shor’s
algorithm
(1994)
Grover’s algorithm
quantum
algorithms
for adiabatic
evolution [Fahri+ 2000]
integer
factoring
quantum
algorithms
for element disjointness [Ambainis 2002]quantum search
quantum
algorithms
Gauss sums [van Dam + 2002]
(would
breakforRSA)
quantum algorithms for solving Pell’s equation [Hallgren 2002]
quantum algorithms for quantum simulations [Childs 2004]
quantum algorithms for hidden subgroups [Kuperberg 2004]
quantum algorithms for finding an unit group [Hallgren 2005]
quantum algorithms for triangle finding [Magniez+ 2005]
quantum algorithms for computing knot invariants [Aharonov+ 2006]
quantum algorithms for data streams [Le Gall 2006]
quantum algorithms for hidden nonlinear structures [Childs+ 2007]
quantum algorithms for evaluating NAND formulas [Fahri+ 2007]
quantum algorithms for group isomorphism [Le Gall 2010]
quantum algorithms for matrix multiplication [Le Gall 2011]
quantum algorithms using span programs [Belovs 2011]
quantum algorithms for matrix inversion [Ta-Shma 2013]
quantum algorithms for pattern matching [Montanaro 2014]
….

(1996)
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Quantum Algorithm Zoo

278 entries (December 8th, 2019)

http://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/

